
 
Age Group Tally Score Sheet – Instructions 
 

1. The Age Group tally score sheet is used to determine the Team which scores the 
most points within each individual Age Group. 

 
Points are awarded based on the Event age group – not on the basis of the ages of 
the swimmers who compete in the event. 

 
2. Each event has been assigned to the appropriate Age Group. The Event numbers 

are included on the Tally Score-sheet. The 13-18 events (Medley Relay and 50-
Free) are assigned to the 15-18 age group; and the 6 & Under Freestyle and 
Backstroke events are assigned to the 8 & Under Age group. 

 
3. After each event has been scored, the total points scored by each Team in the 

event are entered on the Age Group Tally Score Sheet. 
 

4. At the conclusion of the Meet, add the total points for each Age Group. The 
winner of each Age Group is the Team that has scored the most points within 
each Age Group. 

 
5. For Divisional Meets, the Team which wins each Age Group receives one (1) 

point for that age group; in the event of a tie, each Team receives one-half (1/2) 
point. The age group winners are reported on the dual meet reporting web form. 

 
6. For the Cross-Over Meets held on the first Saturday of the season, total Team 

Scoring should NOT be kept. Only Age Group scoring will be used. At the end of 
the Meet, the number of age groups won by each Team will be totaled, and the 
score reported as: 6-4, 7-3, 9-1, etc. 
 
For the Red vs. White Cross-Over meets held after the first Saturday, regular 
scoring procedures should be followed, and total Team Scores should be reported.  
 
Complete crossover meet scores are required for reporting on the web and in the 
media, even though they are not counted in the standings. 
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